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ABSTRACT
In explosion-structure interaction problems, an accurate prediction of blast loading remains a hard challenge.
The reflected overpressures around a complex structure, such as a building with an apse and an atrium are
almost always unpredictable so that experiments and numerical simulations may be the only possibilities to
evaluate the threat of an industrial explosion. Well instrumented blast experimental studies are first carried
out at small scale on a rigid specimen with a variable incidence angle. The main objective is to observe and
quantify the regular and irregular reflections and the diffractions of a blast wave on a real structure. In
parallel, numerical simulations are performed with a home-made eulerian CFD code. The comparison with
experimental results permits to discuss the capabilities and limitations of numerical blast predictions.
Keywords: Blast wave; Overpressure; Impulse; Reflection coefficient; Irregular reflection; CFD.
NOMENCLATURE
Parameters
R
distance to the charge
d
diameter of the charge
E
energy of the charge
k
scale factor
P
pressure
overpressure
ΔP
I
impulse
t
Phase duration
ta
time of Arrival
Cr
reflection coefficient

1.

Introduction

Many industrial sites have the potential to cause
major accidents because of the presence of a large
amount of dangerous substances, such as oil
products,
natural
gas,
chemicals
or
explosives.Despite of considerable efforts towards
safety many serious incidents have occurred these
ten last years and renewed attention on such major
hazards risks. Three recent explosions are taken as
examples.Buncefield (United Kingdom) 2005 (HSE
2011, Atkinson and Cusco 2011), Jaipur (India)
2009(MoPNG 2011, Sharma et al. 2011) and

Greek letters
energetically scaled distance
λ
heat capacity ratio
γ
Superscripts
+
positive
negative
Subscripts
0
ambient
i
Incident
r
Reflected

Bayamon (Puerto Rico 2009 (CSB 2011) shared the
characteristics of a violent blast generated by the
ignition of a vapor cloud resulting from the spillage
of a large amount of gasoline. In all cases,
widespread structural damage to adjoining or
off-site industrial units or commercial and
residential buildings were observed. In these three
different situations the collected evidences indicate
that a deflagration to detonation transition is the
most likely scenario.
If the main objective remains to prevent such events,
focus is also put on mitigating the consequences
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expensive reactive-flow description for the
combustion process, are based on a TNT
equivalent method. But this method can give
inaccurate results for vapor cloud explosions
due to the disparity between the pressure and
impulse compared with solid high explosives
(Dusenberry 2010).
 The quality of used algorithms: discretization
on Cartesian mesh, convergence rate, order of
accuracy.

and first and foremost limiting loss of life and
injuries to occupants. In the case of buildings
provided on a major hazard sites (e.g. chemical and
petrochemical processing and storage plant) the
ability to withstand the effects of blast loading is of
utmost importance. Indeed, these buildings may not
only serve to simply protect the plant and control
systems from weather conditions, or only to be
provided as accommodation for shelter. More
importantly,they may be part of the overall
containment strategy i.e. to prevent, control or
mitigate major accident events.

The main objective of this study is to evaluate the
load magnitude and distribution on a real building
when subjected to a global explosion. Well
instrumented reduced-scale experiments are
performed on a blast table where the blast wave is
generated by the detonation of a gaseous mixture.
These benchmark results are then used to assess the
possibility offered by a single computer to
numerically reproduce the main experimental
observations.

In order to evaluate the most effective measures to
protect occupants in a building, an analysis of the
blast resistance of various structural components
must be performed. A key factor of this evaluation
is an accurate description of the blast loading.
Simple approximate procedures based on published
analytical or empirical relationships are usually
used due to their intrinsic advantages such as speed
and simplicity. The most often mentioned
publications for simplified analysis are Baker et al.
1983, Kinney and Graham, 1985, and very
extensively
UFC-340-02,
2008(formerly
TM5-1300). However, even when the building is
assumed as a plain rectangular target, the
interaction between the blast wave and the target
remains a complex phenomenon:

2.

Experimentalprocess

2.1. Proposed reference case
The building chosen is representative of an office
located on an industrial site (Fig.1). It is 51 meters
long, 18 meters large and 15.5 meters tall. This
typical low-rise office building presents a complex
profile due to the presence of an atrium with an
apse and a hemispherical dome, a parapet
surrounding the roof, and a plant room and stair
towers at the rooftops.

 As the incident blast wave encounters a
structure in its path, it is reflected on flat
surfaces with amplified overpressures. The
reflection is normal when the shock front is
parallel to the plane of the surface and oblique
when there is an incident angle. In this later
case the reflection is classified as either regular
or irregular when the reflectedwave overtakes
the incident one and merges with it.
 As the blast wave is progressively travelling
around the structure, it is also diffracted at
corners in a complex manner, resulting in a
decrease of the overpressures in these regions.
 Some elevations of the structure can experience
a positive overpressure while others can
simultaneously be subjected to a suction phase.

Fig. 1. Architect’s impression of the building.

As a consequence, it is still not possible to
analytically predict all the phenomena taking place
during the interaction between the blast and a
structure with a more complex profile such as a real
building.

From the study of the consequences of a few typical
industrial accidents involving detonation of
condensed material (AZF, France 2001), detonation
of a vapour cloud (Port Hudson, USA 1970),
explosion of a vapour cloud (Buncefield, UK, 2005)
or a BLEVE (Dagneux, France, 2007), it has been
identified by INERIS (INERIS, 2014) that an
incident overpressure between 140 hPa and 200 hPa
could lead to significant structural damages on a
structure.

Advanced
numerical
methods
such
as
computational fluid dynamics are required as an
alternative to get a precise description of the blast
loading for complex structures. The disadvantage is
the computer resources required, which means that
very few 3D simulations are accurately performed.
There are several reasons for the limitation of
quality of blast loading numerical estimations:

2.2. Reduced scale experiments
Since blast experiments at real scale are
prohibitively expensive and critical from a safety
point a view, it is usual to perform small scale
experiments in a secured experimental research
laboratory. The experimental setup, presented in a
previous work (Duong et al., 2012) consists of an
instrumented blast table composed of four large
plane panels (132cmx400cm). Shock waves are

 Grid cell size: the impact of a mesh refinement
was clearly established for example by Fairlie et
al. 2000 and Catlin et al. 2001.
 Approximations in the representations of the
initial blast environment: most of the
calculations,avoiding
the
computationally
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L.
ggenerated from the detonation of a semi-spheerical
s
stoichiometric
mixture of proopane and oxyygen
(
(C3H8
+ 5 O22) confined in a soap bubble. The
g
gaseous
detonnation, perform
med at ambbient
t
temperature
and
d pressure condiitions, is ignitedd by
v
vaporizing
a thhin copper wiree with a very high
v
voltage
(7.5 kV
V). If similarityy laws are satisfied,
s
small
scale resullts are transferabble to the real scaale.

2.3. Instrumentati
I
ion
The pllaten of each moodular blast tablee is pierced by
99 holes covered witth removable caaps. Each hole
can be used as a loccation either fo
or the gaseous
detonaation initiation oor to place pressu
ure gauges.
Dynam
mic high frequeency PCB quartzz piezoelectric
pressuure sensors (1133B26 and 113B28) associated
with relevant
r
signal conditioners are
a distributed
either on the plane ssurface to studyy the incident
shock wave propaggation or/and on
o model to
measuure the reflected pressure. The prressure signals
are reecorded with vvery high speed
d NI digitizer
(60MS
S/s); up to 24 ssignals can be simultaneously
s
digitizzed and recordedd.

The widely ussed Hopkinson--Cranz scaling law
T
i
imposes
the sam
me scaled distannce
for both
r and reducedd scale configuraation.
real

√

2.4. Proposed
P
seriies of tests
Three successive camppaigns were perfformed so as:
- Toodetermine the ccharacteristics of the free field
shhock wave. This first campaign will
w be used to
deefine blast curves that is to saay polynomial
intterpolation of pressure, impulsee and duration
as
of
th
he
reduced
a
functiion
disstance

Fig. 2. Hop
pkinson-Cranzz wave scaling.

:

log  X      a log 3   b log 2   cloog  d

This law states that an observeer at a distancee
T
f
from
the source of the explosionn will experiencee the
s
same
overpressure but an im
mpulse and duraation
m
modified
by thee length scale faactor . This scaaling
l has been verified for aerial detonation by m
law
many
e
experiments
for a wide range off solid (Baker ett al.,
us explosive charrges (Brossard eet al.
1983) or gaseou
1985, Dorofeev 1996).

With

Δ

/

or Δ /√

or Δ

(1)

/√

- Too determine tthe variation of reflection
co
oefficients (rattio between the reflected
incident
ovverpressure
and
the
ovverpressure:
Δ /Δ ) when
w
the shock
is impinging the ffront face of thee specimen. In
thiis second campaaign three pressuure sensors are
insstalled on the table
t
to ascertaiin the incident
shhock wave and the twenty one other sensors
aree positioned onn the front of the
t model. To
hig
ghlight and apppreciate the trransition from
reg
gular to irregulaar (Mach) reflecttion the model
is rotated every 15
1 degrees arou
und one of its
orner, to keep tthe closest poin
nt at the fixed
co
disstance of 500 mm
m.
- Too determine thee characteristicss of the blast
loaading over the reest of the buildin
ng - roof, sides
an
nd back – whenn the shock wavve is travelling
thrrough the surfa
face of the buiilding. In this
co
onfiguration the front face is not instrumented
an
nd once again, tthe model is rottated every 15
deegrees around onne of its corner.

The choice of the scale factor results from
T
m a
c
compromise
bettween the size of
o the modular bblast
t
table
and the ex
xpected incident overpressure raange.
∆
140, 20
00
.The vallue used is
w
which
leads to a reduced modeel of 85.4x31.4 cm2
w a height off 23 cm. The sp
with
pecimen is madde in
p
poplar
plywood
d panels excep
pt atrium in P
PVC
p
pressure
pipe wiith a wall thickneess of 1 cm so thhat it
c be considereed as rigid (Fig.3
can
3).

3
3.

Numericall simulations

As tim
me goes on, mostt of the hydrocoodes simulation
DYNA3D,
tools
such
as
AUTODYN,
EURO
OPLEXUS or M
MSC-DYTRAN
N can solve a
wide variety
v
of non-llinear problems in solid, fluid
and gas
g dynamics, aand especially blast problem
takingg into account fluid structuress interactions.
Howevver, for our blast problem, a siimple Eulerian
methood is relevant sinnce the blast load
ded building is
assum
med to behave as a rigid body. Th
he study of the
loadinng produced by tthe blast wave can
c be divided
in threee main stages:

Fig. 3. Reducced scale experiment and chargge
position.
The bubble radiu
T
us is set at 40 mm
m and the sourcce of
t gaseous exp
the
plosion is locateed at 500 mm ffrom
t nearest poinnt out of the reduced
the
r
model. The
e
expected
reduceed incident shocck wave parameeters
a ΔP+=180 mbbar and t+ = 0.26ms.
are
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model is 2.8 mm, for a total of 10 million cells. The
3D simulation took about one month to run on a 2.7
GHz processor workstation with 128 GB of RAM.

- detonation phase where the explosive material
ignites and the burn front expands in space;
- propagation phase where the blast waves
propagates in the surrounding medium freely;
- interaction phase when the blast waves
impinges the structure.
The explicit modeling of the detonation event is
required in the near-field since the overpressure
distribution is significantly modified by the shape of
the charge and the real point of detonation in the
charge. In the proposed experiments, the blast wave
results from a hemispherical surface burst and the
target is in far-field regarding the distance between
the target and the point of detonation. As a
consequence, the calculation of the fields variable
remote from the source of detonation can be done
by replacing the explosive by a hemispherical
pressurized balloon. This approach is based on the
initial work performed by (Brode, 1955). In this
approach the boundary between the compressed air
and the free-air can be seen as a fictitious
membrane equivalent with the diaphragm in a
shock-tube problem. The initial balloon parameters
can be adjusted so that the pressure-time function
resulting from the release of the compressed balloon
can match the curve of an air blast wave (Catlin et
al., 2001; Larcher, 2010).

Fig. 4. Structure embedded in a cartesian mesh.

4.

Results and discussions

4.1. Repeatability
processing

and

signal

post

In order to make sure that our experiments are solid
and reliable, each configuration has been tested at
least three times. Fig. 5 shows the pressure–time
history and impulse-time curves obtained at sensor
C23. This sensor is located directly in front of the
center of detonation before any rotation of the
model (Fig. 3 and Fig. 10). The impulse at current
time tc is calculated form the pressure-time history
as the integral of pressure from the time of shock
arrival to the current time tc. Fig.5 reveals that the
discrepancies between the different shots are less
than 5%.

The hemispherical surface-burst is equivalent to a
spherical free-air burst so that before the blast wave
interacts with an obstacle the problem presents a
spherical symmetry. This spherical symmetry
property justifies the study of a one-dimensional
problem to be solved during the propagation phase.
The output of the1D spherical solution is then
remapped into the 3D domain with the building in
it.
The numerical simulations conducted at Orleans
University used a mesh generated with
CARTFLOW (Deisteret al. 2003) and research
solver METAS(Benselamaet al., 2009) developed at
the University of Valenciennes. The resolution is
based on the traditional upwind scheme and a
two-stage explicit time integration technique, which
gives an accuracy of the second-order in both space
and time. In order to prevent numerical oscillations,
which may occur in regions with strong gradients,
the total variation diminishing minmod limiter was
used.
As explained, the simulations were performed in
two stages with the remapping of the results
between each stage. A mesh refinement study was
made, based on a criteria developed by (Catlin et al.,
2001).

Fig. 5. Overpressure and impulse time histories
showing the repeatability of the measures
(reference sensor C23)

In this case the detonation was supposed to be
located in a symmetry plane passing in the center of
the building to halve the size of the computational
mesh (Fig.4).

With the rotation of the model and the high number
of sensors, more than 2000 pressures signals were
to be analyzed.The more varying parameters are the
overpressure (4.15%), then the time of arrival
(1.64%), then the impulse (0.96%).

The mesh generated in 1D is fine enough - 0.1 mm to achieve convergence in both impulse and
overpressure. The same refinement could not be
achieved in 3D so that convergence is only ensured
in impulse and the minimal mesh size near the

However, for some experiments, high frequency
noise was recorded (Fig.6). The comparison with a
non-noisy record shows that the impulse value is
not changed. Anyway, to avoid an inaccurate
overpressure prediction, the decision was taken to
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incideent one.

ffilter the signalls with a Butterrworth filter wiith a
c
cut-off
frequency of 1 Hz.

Fig. 7. Influencce of the rotatioon angle.
Fig. 6.Un
nfiltered and filtered signals
This critical
c
angle vallue, depending on
o the incident
overprressure, can be numerically com
mputed as the
value at which thee resolution off the regular
reflexiion problem beecomes impossiible (Ben-Dor,
2007).. There is a ggood agreement since for an
incideent overpressuure ∆
170
0
, the
compuuted critical valuue is 57°. It cann also be seen
that thhe 90° reflectedd overpressure, which
w
in facts
becom
mes a side on overpressure, iss as expected
equivaalent to the inciddent one.

4
4.2.
Free Fielld overpressurre
The first cam
T
mpaign, perforrmed without the
s
specimen,
allow
wed us to determ
mine the variatioon of
t
the
blast wavee characteristicss with the reduuced
d
distance
λ . The
T
measurem
ments confirm the
p
polynomial
interpolation law described
d
in the part
2
2.4.
The coeffficients values, identified witth a
quardt least - sqquares curve fittting,
L
Levenberg–Mar
a given in Tabble 1.
are

4.4. Reflection
R
coeefficient on sen
nsor C23
Know
wing the incidentt blast wave, thee blast loading
on a structureis oftten defined using reflection
coefficcients assumingg a similarity between the
positivve phase durattions between incident and
reflectted blast waves (Baker et all. 1985). The
pressuure sensor C22 is one of the th
hree reference
free-fiield sensors locaated at the same distance from
the sou
urce as sensor C23.
C
Thus, we caan compare the
actual incident and reflected
r
signalss on the same
test. Fig.
F 8 shows thhis comparison. For a normal
reflecttion, an analyytical expressioon based on
Rankinne-Hugoiot equaations is available:

Table 1 Polynomial interpolaation coefficientt of
reduced timee of arrival, peaak dimensionlesss
overpressuree, reduced impu
ulse and reduceed
positive duratiion
Δ
λ

d

√
0.7÷8.2
0
-0.126
1.57
0.259

0.7÷8.2
0
0.125
-1.703
0.085

√
0.7
7÷8.2
-00.102
0
0.118
-00.754
-11.207

√
0.7÷8..2
0
-0.161
0.6755
-0.0533

Δ
Δ

4
4.3.
Influencee of the incidence angle on
overpressure

2

Δ
Δ

(2)

n incident peak overpressure
o
Δ
170
,
For an
the th
heoretical valuee is 2.14. The experimental
reflectted peak overrpressure valuee is Δ
360
which provvides a value off 2.12 in very
good agreement.
a

IIn most of reaal accidents, thhe blast wave will
s
strike
the building surface at obblique incidencee. As
e
explained
in parrt 2.4, in our expperiments the m
model
i rotated around one of its corrner between 0° and
is
9 while the ceenter of detonattion remains loccated
90°
o the side of thhe model, as shoowed on Fig.3. A
on
As a
c
consequence
thee distance betw
ween the source and
t pressure sennsors is not alwaays the same exxcept
the
f sensors in thhe right corner (F
for
Fig. 3). Accordinngly,
w first studyy the variationn of overpresssures
we
r
recorded
by senssors C23 during the rotation (Figg.7).
A general decreaase of the overprressures is obserrved,
e
except
near a rotation ang
gle of 60°. This
p
phenomenon
is regularly
r
observ
ved and describeed in
t literature ass irregular or Mach
the
M
reflection. The
M
Mach
reflection is an irregular reflection occurrring
w
when
the reflectted shock wavee catchs up withh the

It is in
nteresting to nootice that when one compares
the reflected
r
overppressure with the incident
overprressure multipplied by th
he reflection
coefficcient, the curvees are superimpposed on each
other during
d
the positiive phase as seen
n in Fig. 9,this
positivve phase beingg the only one taking into
accoun
nt in most oof structural blast
b
analysis
(UFC--340-02, 2008).
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For all of these
t
sensors, the polynomiaal law
established duuring the free field
f
experiment (Part
4.3) was used to evaaluate the inncident
overpressures, hence the refleection coefficiennt. The
merical
reflection coeffficients computted from the num
simulations presented
p
in Parrt III are also carried
c
forward. The incident blast w
wave overpressurres are
deduced from
m the 1D free-ffield simulations. The
next figures (Fig.
(
11, Fig 12. and Fig 13.) present
p
the change inn reflection coeefficients accordding to
the height att different placces of the buillding’s
facade.
Fig.. 8. Comparison
n between incid
dent and
reflected
d shock wave.

Fig. 11. Refleection coefficien
nt, right corner facing
explosion
n.
Fig.. 9. Experimenttal results: comparison
between
and
.
The sam
me comparisonn is performedd with the
simulateed experiment. The numericaal reflection
coefficieent is equal to thhe experimental one
o (2.12).

4.5. Prressure variation on th
he whole
bu
uilding facadeewith variablee incidence
an
ngle
Since thhe whole buildin
ng’s façade was instumented
with preessure sensors, thhe variation of overpressures
along thhe building heeight can be evaluated. A
particulaar attention can also
a be devoted to the effect
of the attrium. Dependinng on the angle of incidence
this onee may indeed crreate shadow arreas but also
areas off multiple reflecctions in the corrner. Fig. 10
shows thhe position of the sensors in front of the
model.

Fig. 12. Reeflection coefficiient, in front off the
atrium (lighted area)

Fig. 10. Position of th
he sensors in froont on the
m
model.

Fig. 13. Refflection coefficiient, closest colu
umn
behind
d the atrium (sh
hadowed area)
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observed in Fig. 15 for different angular for sensors
13a and 18a are explained by reflections of the

Fig. 14. Reflection coefficient, furthest column
behind the atrium
Fig. 15. Reflection coefficient on the roof
For all the vertically aligned sensors located in the
lighted area, we can notice an increase of the
reflection coefficient between 50° and 60° (Fig.11
and Fig. 12). As already mentioned, this sharp
variation can be associated with the Mach reflection
(Fig. 7). It must be emphasized that this effect for
low incident overpressure has been open to debate
and is still considered as negligible (TNO, 2005).
Caution should be taken when interpreting the
results of reflected overpressures for the sensors the
closest to the atrium (Fig. 12). The peak reflected
overpressure - almost three times the incident one–
is interpreted as the combination of two
concomitant effects: Mach reflection and
recombination of two reflected shock waves (on the
atrium and on the building). Additional tests need to
be performed to assess the validity of this analysis.

diffracted shockwave on parapet, atrium and plant
room. Globally, it can be considered that the
parapet plays the role of a protective barrier.

On the contrary, Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 show an
important decrease of the reflection coefficient
behind the atrium.

Fig. 16. Reflection coefficient on the atrium
The comparison of the numerical and experimental
reflection coefficients (Fig.11 to 15.) shows a good
agreement in all situations. This trend should be
confirmed by ongoing numerical simulations with a
rotated model in order to numerically quantify the
Mach reflection.

This is explained by the rotation of the model,
which put sensors in the shadowed area behind the
atrium. A limit value close to 0.6 can be observed
for the column the closest to the atrium (C7, C14,
and C21).
As the vertically aligned sensors are at a greatest
distance from the atrium, the limit value approaches
1 (Fig. 14) as if the effect of the diffraction of the
shockwave tends to vanish.

This good agreement is confirmed by a comparison
of pressure-time histories of sensors located all
around the building. The discrepencies between
numerical and experimental data are less than 10%
in term of overpressure and less than 5% in term of
time of arrival.

The reflection coefficients on the rear wall (when
the model is not rotated) or the side walls (when the
model is rotated 90 degrees) are not different with a
mean value close to 0.5. Otherwise, the curves are
similar to the ones presented in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12.
Reflection coefficients on the roof show different
values (Fig.15). Most of the time, they have a value
within the range 0.4 to 0.6. This means that the
overpressure is quite different from the side on
value. This discrepancy is explained by:
- the fact that in our experiments the shockwave
is spherical and not supposed to be planar;
- the presence of a parapet wich generates ad
iffraction of the shockwave.

Fig. 17. Position of the sensor compared with the
numerical results

The three sharp increases in reflection coefficients
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Fig. 18. Comparison for the reference sensor

Fig. 21. Comparison on the roof

Fig. 19. Comparison in front of the atrium

Fig. 22. Comparison on the back

Fig. 20. Comparison behind the atrium

Fig. 23. Comparison in a corner

Because of the mesh refinement some multiples
reflections may be overlooked numerically but the
reflected coefficient is good thanks to the
conservative impulse (Fig. 23).

equation of state. These results can be applied to
similar situation, for any materials, and gives a
good alternative to the use of TNT equivalent and
JWL equation of state.

5.

Mach reflection of blast waves
overpressures should be investigated.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we experimentally and numerically
studied the reflection of a shockwave on a complex
building. We ascertain the possibility of an eulerian
code to correctly predict the parameters of an
overpressure located in the shadowed area.
Especially, the time related parameters matches the
experimental results thank to the use of a
compressed balloon method using perfect gas

with

low
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